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Sustainable agriculture: only achievable by innovation and cooperation 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

Thank you very much for the invitation to deliver a speech today.  

It is a great honour and a great pleasure for me to do this. 

Especially when I can do this in the presence of such distinguished guests.  
 

When I deliver this speech today, I do so  as a member of the SGP and an expert in the 

field of sustainable development. 

In 2013 I obtained  my PhD.  

My dissertation research involved a philosophical study on the concept of sustainability, 

especially in the field of agriculture. 

… 

Let us begin with the perennial question: what is sustainability about? 

What is the meaning of this vague concept for policy development? 

And, if you use this concept, is there any possibility to make it more concrete? 

Can you measure sustainability? 

… 

The conclusion of my PhD-thesis was that sustainability, or sustainable development is, 

in fact a meaningful concept. 

And, that it is possible to measure progress in sustainability. 

You can measure this progress if you have,  firstly,  agreed upon a definition of 

sustainability.  

Secondly,  you then have to define whith which indicators you will use to measure said 
sustainability. 

…. 

In this speech I want to deal with some long-debated questions surrounding  
sustainability and in particular, agricultural sustainability.  

I also want to illustrate   what is needed in order to achieve a sustainable agricultural 
sector. 

To answer  these questions I want first to explain what  sustainable agriculture means in 

the context of the Netherlands. 

And why sustainable agriculture has become so important for the future of Dutch 
agriculture and horticulture.  

After having spoken about the situation in the Netherlands, I want to say something 

about the challenges you are currently  dealing with in Egypt, and will have to address  in 
the coming decades. 
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I‟ll do that shortly. 

You know better than I what is going on in your country and in this region. 

At the end of my speech I want to make some remarks about how we can address the 

present and future challenges of achieving sustainable development. 

… 

To begin speaking about the concept of sustainability, and about the ability to measure 

sustainability, I want to refer to the Sustainable Development Goals which were  
accepted by one hundred ninety three member states of the UN in September 2015. 

These 17 Sustainable Development Goals were accepted together with the 169 targets 
and 232 indicators of sustainability. 

All agreed countries plan to  implement these global goals  in national policies, and to 
achieve sustainability by these standards in 2030. 

These sustainability guidelines are designed to be holistic, that is to say--all parties in 

society wil contribute: government, business, knowledge institutes, non-gouvernemental 
organisations, and others.  

Egypt and the Netherlands are both eager to work hard in order to achieve  these goals. 

Egypt was one of the first countries which reported about the national implementation of 
these global goals in New York in 2016. 

The Netherlands did so last summer. 

… 

I have read the Egyptian plan for implementing the SDGs: Egypt‟s Vision 2030. 

I congratulate the Egyptian government on the formulation of  this document. 

It is indeed a very nice document to read. 

It gives a lot of useful information about the issues related to sustainability that are at 
stake in Egypt. 

In this document the Egyptian government states that there are three dimensions of 

sustainability: the economic dimension, the social dimension and the environmental 

dimension. 

I think, this three-dimensionality is the essence of the concept of sustainability. 

This concept developed in the 1970s and 80s. 

The definition of Brundtland became the leading definition in the sustainability debate. 

In the famous report “Our Common Future” which a Commission of the UN with Gro 

Harlem Brundtland as chair, published in 1987 ,  a sustainable development is defined as 

a development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs. 

I want to say three things about this definition. 

The first one: Sustainability is a balanced combinaton of environment on  the one hand 
and development in a socio-economical sense, on  the other hand.  

The second remark: Sustainability has do with the relation between the present 

generations and the future ones, that is to say, intra-generational relations. 
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And sustainability has to do with the relation between the present and the future 

generations, the intergenerational relation.  

How we behave today has consequences for the future. 

In UN-publications since the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro of  1992 there have  always 

been mention made of these three dimensions of sustainability: the economic, ecological 
and social dimensions. 

It was John Elkington who, relating the concept to business, in  the nineties, began to 

speak about these three dimensions of sustainability in terms of the triple-p bottom line: 

people, planet and profit.  

So, we can conclude, that if we speak about sustainability, we speak about a harmonious 
relation, or a balanced relation between economic, ecological and social interests.  

You can find these three dimensions also in affirmed in  the seventeen Sustainable 
Development Goals. 

These dimensions are of course also reflected in the way  the Egyptian government 
wants to implement the goals. 

…. 

But what does this mean for agriculture? 

Is it possible to recognise the three dimensions also in the field of agriculture? 

I think that I‟m able to give a positive answer. 

The Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) already defined sustainable agriculture in 
this way. 

This statement was made  in 1988, one year after Our Common Future was published. 

The FAO defines sustainable agriculture as  

“the management and conservation of the natural resource base, and the orientation of 
technological change  

in such a manner as to ensure the attainment of continued satisfaction of human needs 

for present and future generations.  

In other words (I‟m still quoting the FAO): Sustainable agriculture conserves land, water,  
plant, and animal genetic resources,  

and is environmentally non-degrading,  

technically appropriate,  

economically viable and  

socially acceptable” (FAO, 1988).  

In the year 2004 FAO published another document about sustainable agriculture. 

In this document the organisation repeated in other words what was  already written in 
1988. 

The 2004 FAO statement mentions five key principles that balance the social, economic 

and environmental dimensions of sustainability: 

 

1) improving efficiency in the use of resources;  

2) conserving, protecting and enhancing natural ecosystems;  
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3) protecting and improving rural livelihoods and social well-being;  

4) enhancing the resilience of people, communities and ecosystems; and  

5) promoting good governance of both natural and human systems.  
 

I think, this is quite a clear definition which can be used in the planning and evaluation of  

sustainability in the agricultural sector, but also in the  sustainabality  of the 
development of a country as such. 

I want to make two remarks about this list. 

The key term in the fourth principle is resilience. 

At the moment, this is a very popular word in policy making. 

Resilience is about the robustness of systems.  

Are they strong enough, will they stay, when things are changing in their context.  

You can connect this resilience for example to the volatility of food prices, changes in the 

international financial system, climate changes with consequences for rainfall and 
drought, etc. 

My second remark is about the fifth principle: good governance. 

Good governance as a theme that is also present in the list of SDGs. 

SDG 17 is about the manner in which we can realize the goals: by creating  partnerships. 

… 

With these  definitions and principles in mind, we are going to look for a moment at the 
history of agriculture in the Netherlands. 

Agriculture (and I include horticulture in this term) is a very important economic sector in 
the Netherlands. 

In the end of the nineteenth century, the agricultural sector in the Netherlands began to 

grow. 

The reason was, that the government stimulated productivity growth by education, 

research and extension services.  

Already at the end of the nineteenth century, farmers started to work together in 
cooperations. 

They used this type of working together for buying inputs, like fertilisers, but also for 
productive goals like producing dairy products. 

In this period the forerunner of Wageningen University started. 

… 

So, the end of the nineteenth century was a very  important period in the history of 
Dutch agriculture. 

Another important period has been  the decades after World War II. 

This was the period of reconstruction after the disastrous consequences of World War II  

which unleashed untold horrors on  the Netherlands and other countries in Europe and  

the world over world. 

One of the problems in the last years of World War II was hunger. 

There was not enough to eat and many people  starved. 
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So, after World War II, the Dutch government decided: this will happen never again. 

From now on, the government argued, we have to produce enough food for our own 

citizens. 

Dutch government further stimulated the increase of agricultural production and. 

One of the many implemented policies involved  converting parts of the sea  in the midst 
of the Netherlands into fertile agricultural land. 

And, in the post-war period, production and productivity has grown intensively. 

Not only as a result of the Dutch national policy, but, later on, also as a result of the 
Common Agricultural Policy of the European Union. 

This policy began  in 1962. 

… 

The Dutch and the European agricultural policies were very successful. 

Production and productivity showed a huge increase. 

The Netherlands could export a lot of their agricultural produce. 

But  increasingly the country began to  experience problems with this system of high and 
intensive production. 

I‟ll now mention some of these more negative consequences of agricultural development 
which came to the fore, especially in the seventies and eighties of the twentieth century. 

1. Ground water and surface water got polluted by the use of pesticides.  

2.  This also happened as a consequence of the manure which was produced by the 

huge amount of cows, pigs, calves and chickens. Soil, water and air were polluted 

by nitrates and phosphor. 

3. There was a growing problem with animal welfare. Too many chickens in too small 

caves and too many pigs in too little stables. 

4. Due to the growing intensity of production, the cultivated fields were established 

as efficient as possible. All superfluous hedges, bushes and shrubs were removed. 

5. The process of intensification of agricultural production had an enormous impact 

on biodiversity. Especially the amount of birds, which have their habitat in and 

around cultivated fields, decreased immensely. 

6. Later on, the problems of animal diseases like foot and mouth disease came up. 

7. Another problem was the growing importance of food safety. Not security, but 

safety. There is very little tolerance in society for stuff in food products which 

could threaten human health. 
 

So, you can say, that a flourishing agricultural sector, in economic sense, has negative 
consequences in ecological sense.  

The Dutch government and it‟s agricultural policies has done much since the end of the 
last century to solve the problems which have arisen. 

The Government, knowledge institutes, the agricultural sector and non-governemental 

organisations have worked in close cooperation in order to tackle these challenges. 

… 

But there are not only consequences for  intensification of  production in the ecological 

sense.  

I have already mentioned the consequences in the social dimension.  
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Society got more and more critical about the manner  of production in the agricultural 

sector.  

We term  these concerns as “consumer concerns”.  

Consumers desire  that the things they eat be  produced in a clean and fair way, with 
respect for the environment and the animals.  

You could call this a social – in the sense of societal - dimension of sustainability.  

But growth of the agricultural sector has always, in every country, a direct social 
consequence. 

Every economy which grows, will see that the importance of the agricultural sector in the 
whole economy decreases.  

Productivity growth by intensification and mechanisation leads to a release of labour out 
of the agricultural sector.  

The question then is: what to do with this superfluous labour? 

… 

I think the Egyptian government is fully aware of this situation. 

I quote from their Vision 2030: “The new Egypt will possess a competitive, balanced and 

diversified economy, dependent on innovation and knowledge, based on justice, social 
integrity and participation (…).” 

This Vision 2030 says that Egypt will possess a competitive, balanced and diversified 
economy. 

Diversification  is needed when the agricultural sector cannot provide as many jobs as it 
did before. 

… 

I‟ll now continue with some remarks about the environmental dimension of sustainable 
development in Egypt. 

For that reason I quote again from the 2030 report of May 2016 (p. 236).  

In that report, the Egyptian government states that „environment‟ has to be integrated in 

all economic sectors in order to preserve natural resources and support their efficient use 
and investment, while ensuring the next generations‟ rights.” 

This report makes it quite clear that amidst all the environmental issues, a focus on 
water is critical .  

To dispose of water resources and to achieve water security is of utmost importance to 
acheiving sustainability in Egypt. 

It is also important to observe  the changing climate and the expected increase in 

population in making decisions related to sustainability policy. 

The report also mentions the challenges which have to be met, with respect to the goals 

for 2030.  

I will now mention some of them. 

1. The failure to adopt an integrated and participatory approach that ensures 

integration of social and environmental dimensions into the economic dimension.  

This integration is needed, as the report says, between the various ministries and 

participation is needed of the various stakeholders. 
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2. The second challenge is the failure to rationalize water consumption in all 

consuming sectors, particularly the agricultural, industrial, and housing sectors. 

 

3. Another challenge the report mentions is the overuse of groundwater. That will be 

a threat to non-renewable water resources without restoring them. 

 

4. Next challenge I want to mention, is the fragmentation of the work of institutions 

in the water sector. The roles and powers of the agencies governing the water 

resources sector in Egypt are overlapping and not clear.  

 

5. The last challenge, not only in the water sector, but in the waste sector, concerns  

the lack of trained technicians in the area of waste recycling. [This leads to poor 

efficiency of the recycling system, resulting in failure to achieve the ultimate 

benefits from available natural resources.] 

 
… 

These points demonstrate  that like the Netherlands, Egypt is facing challenges to obtain 
a truly  sustainable model  in the agricultural sector. 

And I have to add that this, in the Netherlands, is also the case for some other sectors, 

for example the energy sector. 

The Netherlands has the lowest percentage of sustainably generated energy of nearly all 

the European member states. 

The new Dutch cabinet which was sworn in last October, wants to change this picture 
decisively. 

… 

The conclusion which I earlier drew, is, that we need innovation to solve the challenges  
to sustainability we are now facing as global community, and in our local contexts.  

In the history of our country, we constantly needed innovation to survive amidst the 
abundance of water around us. 

We needed innovation to solve the problem of food security as an answer to the 

experiences in World War II. 

We needed innovation to solve the problem of pollution in  the soil, the water and the air, 
due to an intensive agricultural production. 

And we need innovation to produce sustainable energy in a low-cost method . 

… 

Innovation is key on the way to 2030. 

For me it was a pleasure to see that in the Egyptian Vision 2030 plan, as a special pillar, 
beside the economic, ecological and social pillars, that the innovation pillar is mentioned. 

And of course, when we speak about innovation, we have to mention cooperation. 

Only, with the cooperation of all the stakeholders in society,  can one reach one‟s  goals.  

And especially, with regard to innovation, we need  cooperation between government, 
science and business.  

… 

I want to conclude by mentioning  the special cooperation which is coming into sight 
today. 
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Of course, I am referring to the cooperation between the SGP, as a political party, from 

the Netherlands and some parties currently working in Egypt. 

We are gathered here today  to share knowledge and experience with each other. 

… 

I hope that this type of cooperation towards a sustainable future between Egypt and the 
Netherlands will be very fruitful in the near future. 

… 

Thank you very much.  

 

 


